15% Discount on All Labour Charges From Jan to Feb 2014 at Glasgow Painters and Decorators
No. 1 Dcor was recently rewarded as the most reviewed company in Scotland by Freeindex.co.uk. To
celebrate this, theyre offering discounts on all labour charges during Jan-Feb 2014.
Online PR News â€“ 25-November-2013 â€“ Glasgow, Scotland Glasgow based decorators and painters,
No.1 DÃ©cor have announced that they're offering up to 15% discount on all labour charges for jobs done
between January and February 2014. They have been announced as the most reviewed company in
Scotland by freeindex.co.uk, and the discount is to celebrate this honour.
Â
"We've received more than 140 reviews about our jobs and all of these have been written by real customers
with whom we've worked. No job is too small or big for us; we cover the whole of Glasgow and the
surrounding areas," says Mark Collins of No. 1 DÃ©cor.
Â
"We not only just decorate, but also make sure that we tidy up after the job is completed so that the customer
does not have to spend hours fretting about cleaning up. We quote reasonable and accurate prices; you do
not have to worry about hidden or additional costs," he adds. All jobs are completed within or ahead of
schedule. For instance, a simple job of painting your living room and stairs can be completed in less than 4
hours. A DIY job for the same space could take anywhere around 2 weeks.
Â
The Company also helps homeowners plan their maintenance so as to avoid unplanned emergency repairs.
They can also identify factors that may lead to deterioration of the paint job through friendly advice and free
estimation.
Â
As for the offer, it is available for all painting and decorating jobs undertaken by the Glasgow decorators.
Â
About No. 1 Dcor: No. 1 Dcor is managed by Mark Collins and his team of experienced and professional
decorators. They offer high standards of work and ensure customer satisfaction every time.
Â
For information about the offer or for some friendly advice, contact them at; www.no1decor.co.uk
Â
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